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ABSTRACT6

A well known property of the γ-ray sources detected by COS-B in the 1970s, by the Compton7

Gamma-ray Observatory in the 1990s and recently by the Fermi observations is the presence of radio8

counterparts, in particular for those associated to extragalactic objects. This observational evidence9

is the basis of the radio-γ-ray connection established for the class of active galactic nuclei known as10

blazars. In particular, the main spectral property of the radio counterparts associated with γ-ray11

blazars is that they show a flat spectrum in the GHz frequency range. Our recent analysis dedicated12

to search blazar-like candidates as potential counterparts for the unidentified γ-ray sources (UGSs)13

allowed us to extend the radio-γ-ray connection in the MHz regime. We also showed that below14

1 GHz blazars maintain flat radio spectra. Thus on the basis of these new results, we assembled15

a low-frequency radio catalog of flat spectrum sources built by combining the radio observations of16

the Westerbork Northern Sky Survey (WENSS) and of the Westerbork in the southern hemisphere17

(WISH) catalog with those of the NRAO Very Large Array Sky survey (NVSS). This could be used18

in the future to search for new, unknown blazar-like counterparts of the γ-ray sources. First we19

found NVSS counterparts of WSRT radio sources and then we selected flat spectrum radio sources20

according to a new spectral criterion specifically defined for radio observations performed below 121

GHz. We also described the main properties of the catalog listing 28358 radio sources and their22

logN-logS distributions. Finally a comparison with with the Green Bank 6-cm radio source catalog23

has been performed to investigate the spectral shape of the low-frequency flat spectrum radio sources24

at higher frequencies.25

Subject headings: galaxies: active - quasars: general - surveys - radiation mechanisms: non-thermal26

1. INTRODUCTION27

Since the epoch of the first γ-ray observa-28

tions performed by COS-B in the 1970s (e.g.,29

Hermsen et al. 1977) and by the Compton Gamma-ray30

Observatory in the 1990s (e.g., Hartman et al. 1999),31

a link between the radio and the γ-ray sky was32

discovered. It has been used to associate the high-33

energy sources with their low-energy counterparts34

(e.g. Mattox et al. 1997). This radio-to-γ-ray re-35

lation has also been recently highlighted for the36

extragalactic sources detected by the Fermi mission37

(Atwood et al. 2009). In particular, nearly all the γ-ray38

sources associated in the second Fermi Large Area Tele-39

scope (LAT) catalog (2FGL; Nolan et al. 2012) and/or40

in the second catalog of active galactic nuclei (AGNs)41

(Ackermann et al. 2011a) detected by the Fermi-LAT42

have a clear radio counterpart. This is the basis of the43

radio-γ-ray connection specifically discussed for blazars44

(e.g., Ghirlanda et al. 2010; Mahony et al. 2010;45
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Ackermann et al. 2011b), that constitute the46

rarest class of AGNs (e.g., Urry & Padovani 1995;47

Massaro et al. 2009; Massaro et al. 2011a) and the48

largest known population of γ-ray sources (e.g.,49

Abdo et al. 2010).50

Recently we addressed the problem of searching for51

γ-ray blazar candidates as counterparts of the unidenti-52

fied γ-ray sources (UGSs) adopting a new approach that53

employs the low-frequency radio observations performed54

by the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT).55

While performing this investigation we found that the56

radio-γ-ray connection of blazars can be extended below57

∼1 GHz (Massaro et al. 2013a).58

Our analysis was based on the combination of the59

radio observations from Westerbork Northern Sky Sur-60

vey (WENSS; Rengelink et al. 1997) at 325 MHz with61

those of the NRAO Very Large Array Sky survey62

(NVSS; Condon et al. 1998) and of the Very Large Array63

Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-Centimeters64

(FIRST; Becker et al. 1995; White et al. 1997) at about65

1.4 GHz. A similar analysis was also performed using the66

Westerbork in the southern hemisphere (WISH) survey67

(De Breuck et al. 2002) at 352 MHz (Nori et al. 2014).68

Both of these studies were based on the observational69

evidence that blazars also show flat radio spectra below70

∼1 GHz (see also Kovalev 2009a; Kovalev et al. 2009b;71

Petrov et al. 2013, for recent analyses).72

The flatness of the blazar radio spectra is a73

well known property expected from radio data in74

the GHz frequency range (e.g., Iveźıc et al. 2002;75

Healey et al. 2007; Kimball & Izević 2008, for recent76
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analyses). This spectral property was also used in77

the past for the associations of γ-ray sources since the78

EGRET era (e.g., Mattox et al. 1997). However, de-79

spite a small survey of BL Lac objects at 102 MHz80

(Artyukh & Vetukhnovskaya 1981), the low radio fre-81

quency spectral behavior of blazars was still an unex-82

plored region of the electromagnetic spectrum until our83

recent analyses (Massaro et al. 2013a; Nori et al. 2014).84

Using WSRT data at 325 MHz and at 352 MHz as85

well as those of very low-frequency observations of the86

Very Large Array Low-Frequency Sky Survey7 (VLSS;87

Cohen et al. 2007) at 74 MHz we showed that blazars88

maintain a flat radio spectrum even below ∼100 MHz89

and we extended the radio-γ-ray connection below ∼190

GHz (Massaro et al. 2013b).91

Thus, motivated by these recent results we assembled92

a catalog of low-frequency flat spectrum radio sources us-93

ing the combination of both the WENSS and the WISH94

surveys with the NVSS. The main aim of this inves-95

tigation is to provide the counterpart, at longer wave-96

lengths, of the Combined Radio All-Sky Targeted Eight-97

GHz Survey (CRATES) used to associate Fermi objects98

with blazar-like sources (Healey et al. 2007).99

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we100

briefly present the main properties of the low-frequency101

radio survey performed by WSRT and used to carry out102

our investigation (i.e., the WENSS and the WISH). In103

Section 3 we search for the NVSS counterparts of WSRT104

sources. Then in Section 4 we extract the main low-105

frequency catalog of flat spectrum radio sources (LOR-106

CAT) from the combined WSRT-NVSS surveys and we107

discuss on its main properties. Section 5 is devoted108

to the comparison the Green Bank 6-cm (GB6) radio109

source catalog (e.g., Gregory et al. 1996) to investigate110

the spectral behavior of LORCAT sources at higher fre-111

quencies. Finally, Section 6 is dedicated to the summary112

and the conclusions.113

For our numerical results, we use cgs units unless114

stated otherwise Spectral indices, α, are defined by flux115

density, Sν ∝ ν−α. The WSRT catalogs used to carry out116

our analysis are available from both the HEASARC8,9
117

and the VIZIER10,11 databases as well as that of the118

NVSS12,13.119

2. WESTERBORK LOW-FREQUENCY RADIO SURVEY120

The Westerbork Northern Sky Survey (WENSS) is121

a low-frequency radio survey that covers the northern122

sky above +30◦ in declination performed at 325 MHz123

to a limiting flux density of ∼18 mJy at 5 sigma level124

(Rengelink et al. 1997). The version of the WENSS cat-125

alog used in our analysis was implemented as a combina-126

tion of two separate catalogs obtained from the WENSS127

Website14: the WENSS Polar Catalog that comprises128

18186 sources above +72◦ in declination and the WENSS129

Main Catalog including 211234 objects in the declination130

7 http://lwa.nrl.navy.mil/VLSS/
8 WENSS:http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/W3Browse/all/wenss.html
9 WISH: http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/W3Browse/all/wish.html
10 WENSS: http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR?-

source=VIII/62
11 WISH: http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/Cat?VIII/69A
12 http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/W3Browse/all/nvss.html
13 http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR?-source=%20NVSS
14 http://www.astron.nl/wow/testcode.php?survey=1

range between +28◦ and +76◦.131

We also used the Westerbork In the Southern Hemi-132

sphere (WISH) catalog15 that is the southern extension133

of the WENSS. WISH is a low-frequency (352 MHz) ra-134

dio survey covering most of the sky between -26◦and -135

9◦ at 352 MHz to the same limiting flux density of the136

WENSS. It is worth noticing that the Galactic Plane137

region at galactic latitudes |b| <10◦ are excluded from138

the WISH observations. Due to the very low elevation139

of the observations, the survey has a much lower res-140

olution in declination than in right ascension. A cor-141

relation with the NVSS shows that the positional ac-142

curacy is less constrained in declination than in right143

ascension, but there is no significant systematic error144

(see De Breuck et al. 2002, for more details). Finally,145

we highlight that the WISH catalog contains multiple146

observations of the same source for many objects as147

well as measurements of individual components of multi-148

component sources.149

3. RADIO SPATIAL ASSOCIATIONS150

We adopted the following statistical approach to find151

the radio NVSS counterparts at 1.4 GHz for the sources152

in the WSRT low radio frequency surveys, namely: the153

WENSS and the WISH.154

For each radio source listed in either the WENSS and155

the WISH surveys, we searched for all the NVSS counter-156

parts that lie within elliptical regions that corresponds to157

the positional uncertainty at 95% level of confidence (i.e.,158

2σ). We took into account the uncertainties on both the159

right ascension, α, and the declination, δ, in the WSRT160

and in the NVSS surveys.161

We found that the total number of correspondences is162

225933 out of 268425 radio sources included in either the163

WSRT surveys. We excluded from our analysis all the164

WSRT source with radio analysis flags (i.e., P and Y165

as reported in the WENSS and WISH catalog, re-166

spectively, to indicate that there were problems167

in the model fitting for a source) and variability168

flag in the WISH observations, all the double matches169

and all those sources labeled as components of a multi-170

component source (flag “C”) in the WSRT catalogs. In171

addition, for this version of the LORCAT catalog, we172

also excluded from our sample 2707 multiple matches173

since their WSRT radio flux densities could be due to the174

emission of several, unresolved, NVSS sources so contam-175

inating our estimates of the low frequency spectral index.176

We then built 100 mock realizations of the WSRT cat-177

alog by shifting each source position in a random direc-178

tion of the sky by a fixed length of 1◦. This shift adopted179

to create the mock WSRT catalogs were chosen not too180

distant from the original WSRT position and within the181

NVSS footprint so to obtain fake catalogs with a sky dis-182

tribution similar to the original WSRT and to perform183

the cross-match with each fake catalog and the NVSS184

taking into account the local density distribution of the185

WSRT radio sources. The total number of WSRT sources186

in each mock realization is also preserved.187

For each mock realization of the WSRT catalog, we188

counted the number of associations with the NVSS occur-189

ring at angular separations R smaller than 300′′. Then190

we computed the mean number λ(R) of these mock asso-191

15 http://www.astron.nl/wow/testcode.php?survey=2
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Fig. 1.— Upper panel) The values of ∆λ(R) (red circles) and
∆N(R) (black squares) as function of the angular separation R.
Our choice of Rmax is marked by the vertical dashed line. It occurs
at the first R value for which ∆λ(R) ≃ ∆N(R). Lower panel) The
probability of having spurious associations p(R) as function of the
angular separation R.

ciations, averaged over the 100 fake WSRT catalogs and192

verifying that λ(R) has a Poissonian distribution. In-193

creasing the radius by ∆R =5′′, we also computed the194

difference ∆λ(R) as:195

∆λ(R) = λ(R +∆R)− λ(R) , (1)

In Figure 1 we show the comparison between ∆N(R)196

and ∆λ(R). For radii larger than Rmax =95′′the197

∆λ(R) curve superimposes that of ∆N(R) indicating198

that WSRT-NVSS cross-matches could occur by chance199

at angular separations larger than Rmax. Thus we choose200

Rmax as to the maximum angular separation between the201

WSRT and the NVSS position to consider the 1.4GHz202

radio source a reliable counterpart of a WSRT object.203

In addition we calculated the chance probability of spu-204

rious associations p(R) as the ratio between the num-205

ber of real associations N(R) and the average of those206

found in the mock realizations of the WSRT catalog207

λ(R), corresponding to a value of ∼10% for R = Rmax208

(see e.g., Maselli et al. 2010; Massaro et al. 2011b;209

D’Abrusco et al. 2013; Massaro et al. 2013c, for a sim-210

ilar procedure to estimate the probability of spurious as-211

sociations).212213

We then computed the uncertainties on the WSRT po-214

sitions according to the procedure described in Rengelink215

et al. (1997) and combined them with the NVSS ones216

(Condon et al. 1998) using the following relation:217

σRA,Dec =
√

σ2
RA,Dec(WSRT ) + σ2

RA,Dec(NV SS), (2)

We also defined the angular separation normal-218

ized to the values of the positional uncertainties219

m as:220

m =

√

(

RRA

σRA

)2

+

(

RDec

σDec

)2

(3)

where RRA and RDEC are the angular separations221

in right ascension and in declination, respectively.222
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Fig. 2.— Left panel) The distributions of ratio between angular
separations R and the positional uncertainties for the right ascen-
sion (black straight line) and for the declination (red dashed line),
respectively for the selected 224438 WSRT - NVSS radio sources.
Right panel) The cumulative distribution of the ratio R/σ. The
dotted blue line marks the 90% limit (see also Section 3).

In Figure 2 we show the distributions of the ratio223

between the angular separation R and the com-224

bined positional uncertainty σ for RA and Dec,225

respectively. In order to build the final sample226227

of WSRT - NVSS correspondences that will be228

used to extract the low-frequency radio catalog229

of flat spectrum sources, we selected only sources230

with m < 3. This WSRT - NVSS final sample lists231

224438 radio sources out of 225933 previously se-232

lected. We note that we found a potential NVSS233

counterpart for about 85% of the WSRT sources,234

and since we adopted a threshold on m =3, this235

corresponds to a completeness C of about 80%,236

evaluated according to the relations described in237

Condon et al. (1975). Moreover, this is also in agree-238

ment with the reliability of our associations, estimated239

via Monte Carlo simulations, occurring at Rmax that is240

of the order to 10% (see Figure 1).241

4. LOW-FREQUENCY RADIO CATALOG OF FLAT242

SPECTRUM SOURCES243

4.1. Radio spectral index distribution at low-frequencies244

For the WSRT-NVSS associations we defined a low-245

frequency radio spectral index: αlow, using the inte-246

grated flux densities at 325 MHz from the WENSS and247

those at 352 MHz reported in the WISH, S325 and S352,248

respectively, in combination with the NVSS S1400 at 1.4249

GHz as:250

αlow = −k1 · log(S1400/Slow) , (4)

where the k1 factor is equal to 1.58 and 1.67251

(i.e., [log(1400/325)]−1 and [log(1400/352)]−1) for the252

WENSS and the WISH surveys, respectively, Slow253

is the flux density at 325 MHz (WENSS) or at254

352 MHz (WISH) with all flux densities in units255

of mJy. The uncertainties on αlow where computed ac-256

cording to the following relation:257

σlow = k2 ·
√

(σ1400/S1400)2 + (σlow/Slow)2 (5)

where the k2 factor is equal to 0.68 and 0.72 (i.e.,258

| [ln(1400/325)]−1 | and | [ln(1400/352)]−1 |) for the259
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Fig. 3.— The distributions of αlow for three flux limited sub-
samples extracted from the WSRT-NVSS correspondences. Flux
density cuts are reported in each panel. It is clear how the distri-
bution has a tail for low values of the low-frequency spectral index
but it does not appear to have a bimodal shape as in previous
radio analyses at higher frequencies (see e.g., Witzel et al. 1979;
Owen et al. 1983; Condon et al. 1984a; Condon et al. 1989). The
red dashed line marks our threshold to define low-frequency flat
spectrum radio sources at αlow=0.4.

WENSS and the WISH surveys, respectively while σ1400260

and σlow are the uncertainties on the WSRT and NVSS261

flux densities.262

In radio astronomy it is conventional to indi-263

cate flat spectrum radio sources as those with a264

two-point spectral index α(ν1, ν2) ∼0 or typically265

lower than 0.5 (e.g. Condon et al. 1984a). The ori-266

gin of these thresholds reside in the distribution267

of the two-point spectral indices measured between268

∼1.4 GHz and ∼5 GHz for a number of flux-limited269

source samples (Witzel et al. 1979; Owen et al. 1983;270

Condon et al. 1984a; Condon et al. 1989). As shown in271

these analyses, the (unnormalized) spectral-index distri-272

butions consist of a narrow steep-spectrum component273

with α(ν1, ν2) ∼0.7 and a broader flat-spectrum com-274

ponent centered on α(ν1, ν2) ∼0. As the sample selec-275

tion frequency is lowered, the number of steep-spectrum276

sources increases rapidly and the median spectral indices277

of both components increase (e.g., Kellermann 1974;278

Condon et al. 1989). As reported by Kellermann et al.279

(1964), the increase in α(ν1, ν2) of each spectral compo-280

nent is proportional to the square of its width, so the281

median spectral index of the flat-spectrum component282

changes more rapidly with frequency.283

As shown in Figure 3, even considering three or more284

flux limited subsample of the WSRT-NVSS associated285

sources, we were not able to identify a bimodal behavior286

in the spectral index distribution of αlow. This, in addi-287

tion to the frequency dependence highlighted by Keller-288

man (1964), suggest that a different criterion has to be289

chosen to indicate flat spectrum radio sources at low fre-290

quencies.291292

We noticed that both blazars and Fermi blazars de-293
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Fig. 4.— Upper panel) The fractional efficiency g(αlow) defined
by Eq. 7 for blazars (blue line), the subsample of Fermi blazars (red
line) all with αlow between -1 and 0.7 (dashed black line). Lower
panel) The completeness φ defined as the ratio between the total
number of sources with (αlow < α∗

low
) and the total number of ex-

pected sources, computed for blazars (blue line), the Fermi blazars
(red line; see Section 4.1 for more details). The chosen threshold
α∗

low
=0.4, adopted to create the LORCAT, is highlighted by the

dashed vertical line in both panels.

tected in the WENSS show values of αlow between -294

1 and 0.65 for the largest fraction of their samples295

(Massaro et al. 2013a). Specifically, in our previous296

analysis we considered low-frequency flat spectrum ra-297

dio sources as those having αlow <0.65. This oc-298

curred for 90% of the blazars detected by Fermi and for299

more than 80% of those listed in the ROMA-BZCAT300

(Massaro et al. 2009; Massaro et al. 2011a). However,301

to assemble the LORCAT, we adopted a more conserva-302

tive threshold based on the following statistical criterion.303

First we established the number of blazars and Fermi304

blazars that we expect to find within this subsample sim-305

ply performing the crossmatch with the ROMA-BZCAT306

within 8′′.5 as adopted in our previous analysis. We307

found that the number of expected blazars with a WSRT308

counterpart is 979, including 274 Fermi blazars. For a309

given value of the threshold α∗

low, we defined the frac-310

tional efficiency g(αlow) as the ratio between the differ-311

ence of total number of sources having: αlow < α∗

low and312

those with (αlow −∆α) < α∗

low and the total number of313

expected sources Nexp within the WSRT-NVSS associa-314

tions with -1< αlow <0.7:315

g(αlow) =
N(αlow < α∗

low)−N((αlow −∆α) < α∗

low)

Nexp

(6)
where ∆α= 0.1. In particular, g(αlow) has been com-316

puted for all blazars (i.e., gB(αlow)), the subsample of317

Fermi blazars (i.e., gγ(αlow)) with -1< αlow <0.7 (see318

Figure 4). Since the main goal underlying the LOR-319320

CAT is to have a catalog of potential counterparts for321

the UGSs, we chose the α∗

low =0.4 threshold as the value322

corresponding to the peak of the gγ(αlow). According to323

the above threshold the total number of low-frequency324

sources with a flat radio spectrum listed in the LOR-325

CAT is 28358 having -1< αlow <0.40. Adopting the326
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above criterion on the choice of the αlowthreshold327

the LORCAT catalog will be less complete. How-328

ever, the selected low frequency flat spectrum ra-329

dio sources are more reliable to be γ-ray blazar330

candidates since this criterion ensures to avoid331

the heavy contamination by steep spectrum ra-332

dio sources.333

In Figure 4 we also show the completeness ϕ of the334

sample considered above defined as the ratio between335

the total number of sources with Our criterion is then336

supported by the comparison at high-frequency described337

in Section 5. (αlow < α∗

low) and the total number of338

expected sources:339

ϕ(αlow) =
N(αlow < α∗

low)

Nexp

(7)

Thus we noticed that for our choice of α∗

low =0.4 we340

are able to re-associate 80% of the Fermi blazars of all341

blazars listed in the WSRT-NVSS with αlow between -1342

and 0.65 (Massaro et al. 2013a).343

In Table 1 we listed all LORCAT sources with344

their WSRT and NVSS names. For all these345

sources we also report the NVSS coordinates, the346

angular separation R between the NVSS and the347

WSRT positions, the αlow value with its uncer-348

tainty σlow and the WSRT survey name which349

each original source belong to: WISH or WENSS.350

Finally, we note that, as found by our previous analy-351

sis (e.g., Massaro et al. 2013a), the source density of the352

LORCAT sources is ∼1.8 src/deg2, given the total 4.7 sr353

of footprint of the combined WENSS-WISH survey (3.1354

sr in the WENSS plus 1.6 sr in the WISH) while accord-355

ing to the ROMA-BZCAT the blazar density is currently356

of the order of 0.1 src/deg2. So we can expect that only357

about 10% of the sources in the LORCAT are blazar-like,358

however, to confirm this insight optical spectroscopic ob-359

servations and high frequency radio data are necessary.360

Moreover, since the ROMA-BZCAT is not a survey and361

it is not a complete catalog, the above estimate on the362

expected fraction of blazars present in the LORCAT has363

to be considered carefully.364365

4.2. Flux density distributions at low-frequencies366

Comparing the radio flux densities at 1.4 GHz S1400367

and at low frequencies Slow (i.e., 325 for the WENSS368

and 352 MHz for the WISH), as shown in Figure 5, there369

is a good match between the two WSRT and NVSS ob-370

servations: bright sources below ∼1 GHz tend to be371

among the brightest also above 1 GHz. In Figure 5372

we also report the line corresponding to a radio spec-373

trum of αlow=0. Then in Figure 6, we also compare374375

the low-frequency radio spectral index αlow with the376

archival WSRT and NVSS flux densities. The logN-377378

logS distribution for all of the WSRT-NVSS associations379

per range of low-frequency spectral indices between -1380

and 1.5 as well as that of our LORCAT are reported in381

Figure 7. Then Figure 8 shows the logN-logS distribu-382

tions for the LORCAT sample for both the WSRT and383

the NVSS flux densities. These logN-logS distributions384

are in agreement with the evolution of the radio source385

counts (e.g., Condon et al. 1984b; Condon et al. 1998).386

These logN-logS distributions computed with both the387388

Slow and S1400 for all the LORCAT sources appear to389

Fig. 5.— The flux density scatterplot. LORCAT sources (ma-
genta circles) are shown in comparison with those associated in the
whole WSRT-NVSS crossmatch (black circles). The dashed black
line marks the radio spectral index αlow =0.

have the same shape. This is expected as the flux den-390

sities are mildly correlated, as shown in Figure 5. In391392

Figure 8 we also show the N ∝ S−1.5 line expected393

in the case of a uniform source distribution at not too394

large redshift (i.e. in a Euclidean universe). It is well395

know that blazars show a broken luminosity function396

due to the relativistic effects of their beamed emission397

(e.g. Urry & Shafer 1984), this could be also reflected in398

the logN-logS distribution in agreement with that of the399

LORCAT. However to prove this effect redshift estimates400

will be necessary for these low-frequency sources with flat401

radio spectra.402

5. COMPARISON WITH THE GREEN BANK 6-CM RADIO403

SOURCE CATALOG404

A detailed identification of the complete LORCAT405

sample is out of the scope of the present analysis406

and in particular a multifrequency analysis of the op-407

tical and the IR counterparts of the LORCAT sources408

will be presented in a separate, forthcoming paper409

(Massaro et al. 2014 in prep.). However to understand410

the nature of the selected low-frequency flat spec-411

trum radio sources we performed a crossmatch with412

the Green Bank 6-cm radio source catalog (GB6)16413

(Gregory et al. 1996) to investigate the spectral proper-414

ties of the LORCAT sources at ∼5 GHz.415

It is worth noting that among all the radio surveys416

at frequency grater than ∼1 GHz the GB6 is the most417

recent one covering the largest portion of the LORCAT418

footprint since it was performed between 0◦ and +75◦419

in declination. The GB6 radio source catalog is also420

complete above 50 mJy (Gregory et al. 1996). Since the421

CRATES catalog have been compiled using the GB6 in422

the above range of declination, a comparison with it is423

nested within the following analysis.424

The total number of LORCAT sources within the GB6425

footprint is 15814. Assuming the difference ∆α (i.e.,426

∆α = αhigh − αlow) between the low (i.e., αlow) and the427

high-frequency (i.e., αhigh) spectral indices equal to zero428

with αhigh defined as -1.85·log(S4850/S1400), we com-429

16 http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/W3Browse/all/gb6.html
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TABLE 1
LORCAT Main Table (first 10 lines).

WSRT NVSS R.A. (NVSS) Dec. (NVSS) R α
low

σ
low

survey

name name (J2000) (J2000) arcsec

0000.0+3323 J000238+334008 00:02:38.41 +33:40:08.3 6.27 0.18 0.12 wenss

0000.0+4449 J000237+450554 00:02:37.65 +45:05:54.1 10.98 0.38 0.1 wenss

0000.0+5005 J000236+502220 00:02:36.82 +50:22:20.3 6.78 -0.28 0.12 wenss

0000.0+6737 J000235+675422 00:02:35.79 +67:54:22.7 2.78 0.33 0.07 wenss

0000.0-1838 J000239-182128 00:02:39.71 -18:21:28.8 29.83 0.28 0.16 wish

0000.1+4452 J000244+450928 00:02:44.17 +45:09:28.5 4.39 0.07 0.08 wenss

0000.1+4628 J000242+464509 00:02:42.71 +46:45:09.0 10.26 0.0 0.09 wenss

0000.2-2131 J000249-211419 00:02:49.81 -21:14:19.3 4.43 -0.15 0.03 wish

0000.2-2251 J000250-223437 00:02:50.77 -22:34:37.7 9.52 0.29 0.14 wish

0000.3+2926 J000252+294253 00:02:52.36 +29:42:53.2 3.15 0.22 0.06 wenss

Col. (1) WSRT name.
Col. (2) NVSS counterpart of the WSRT source.
Col. (3) R.A. from the NVSS catalog.
Col. (4) Dec. from the NVSS catalog.
Col. (5) Angular separation between the WSRT and the NVSS position: R.
Col. (6) Low frequency radio spectral index α

low
.

Col. (7) Uncertainty on the α
low

.
Col. (8) WSRT original survey: WENSS or WISH.

Fig. 6.— Left panel) The scatterplot of the low-frequency spectral index αlow with respect to the WSRT flux density. Right panel) The
same scatter plot where the NVSS flux density is reported on the x axis.

puted the extrapolated flux density at 4.85 GHz Sex,4850430

for the LORCAT sources to determine those expected to431

be detected in the GB6. We found that above the com-432

pleteness threshold of the GB6, there are 3219 LORCAT433

sources having Sex,4850 >50mJy.434

Then searching the correspondences between the LOR-435

CAT and the GB6 catalogs, we found 1942 out of the436

3219 (i.e., ∼60%) are detected at 6-cm within their posi-437

tional uncertainty regions at 1σ level of confidence, com-438

puted between the NVSS and the GB6 positions. In439

particular only 875 out of these 1942 radio sources show440

a flux density S4850 above the completeness limit of the441

GB6 survey. The distribution of the high-frequency spec-442

tral index αhigh computed with the observed S4850 in the443

GB6 for the 2834 LORCAT-GB6 associations is reported444

in Figure 9 together with their ∆α histogram. More than445446

∼75% of the 1942 LORCAT sources detected in the GB6447

still have a “flat” radio spectrum at frequencies above ∼1448

GHz (see Figure 9), according to the canonical, widely449

accepted definition of flat spectrum radio sources (i.e.,450

αhigh <0.5) (e.g., Kellermann 1974; Condon et al. 1989,451

and references therein). This strongly support our def-452

inition of low-frequency “flat” radio spectra (see Sec-453

tion 4.1). However, a significant fraction (i.e., ∼60%)of454

these GB6-LORCAT sources appear to have radio spec-455

tra that steepens toward higher frequencies (i.e., ∆α >456

0).457

In particular, it is worth mentioning that458

the subclass of BZQs generally show flat high-459

frequency spectra, thus LORCAT sources with460

steep high-frequency spectra may not actu-461

ally be BZQs (e.g., Condon et al. 1983). How-462

ever, ∆α > 0 is occurring for a small frac-463

tion (i.e., ∼5%) of the known blazars listed464

in the ROMA-BZCATand these are all classi-465

fied as BL Lac objects. In Figure 10 we also re-466

port the radio spectral index α1400
843 evaluated for all467

the ROMA-BZCAT blazars that have radio observa-468

tions in the NVSS and in the Sydney University Mo-469

longlo Sky Survey (SUMSS; Mauch et al. 2003) at 843470

MHz. It is evident that blazars show a clear steep-471

ening a higher frequencies in agreement with that472

found for the LORCAT sources. In addition, there473474

could also be the possibility that these radio spectra475

are intrinsically mildly curved (e.g., Howard et al. 1965;476

Kellermann et al. 1969; Pauliny-Toth et al. 1972). It is477

known that spectral curvature appears at higher frequen-478

cies in the sub millimeter data (e.g., Giommi et al. 2007;479

Giommi et al. 2012).480

Finally, we note the presence of radio sources with481
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Fig. 7.— Left panel) The logN-logS distributions evaluated for all the WSRT-NVSS correspondences with the low-frequency flux density
Slow for different range of αlow between the values -1 and 1. Right panel) Same as the left panel for the logN-logS distributions computed
using the NVSS flux densities at 1.4 GHz.
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Fig. 8.— The logN-logS distributions of the LORCAT sample
calculated with the WSRT flux density Slow (black circles) and
with that of the NVSS at 1.4 GHz (red squares). A similar shape for
the two logN-logS distributions of the LORCAT sample is expected
since the Slow and S1400 flux densities are correlated (see Figure 5).
The magenta line indicates the N ∝ S−1.5 relation expected from
a uniform source distribution, while the vertical dashed black line
marks the completeness limit of the WSRT survey at 30 mJy.

∆α < 0 in the LORCAT sources might indicate that the482

low-frequency emission could be contaminated by that483

of extended components. These cannot be resolved with484

the large beam of the low-frequency survey and in gen-485

eral present steep spectra (see e.g., Massaro et al. 2013b,486

for a recent discussion).487

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS488

We have assembled a low-frequency radio catalog of489

flat spectrum sources (LORCAT) built by combining the490

radio observations of the two main WSRT surveys (i.e.,491

WENSS and WISH) at 325 MHz and 352 MHz, respec-492

tively, with those of the NVSS at 1.4 GHz. The main493

goals underlying the creation of this catalog are similar494

to those of the CRATES (Healey et al. 2007) since both495

can be used in the future to search for new, unknown496
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Fig. 9.— Left panel) The distribution of the high-frequency spec-
tral index αhigh computed for all the LORCAT sources with a
counterpart in the GB6 survey within their radio positional uncer-
tainties (see Section 5 for more details). It is worth noting that a
significant fraction of sources having flat spectra at low frequen-
cies between ∼300 MHz and ∼1 GHz (i.e., −1 < αlow <0.4) ap-
pear to be relatively flat, according to the general definition (i.e.,
αhigh <0.5 marked by the vertical black line), also at high frequen-
cies between ∼1 GHz and ∼5 GHz. Right panel) The distribution
of the ∆α = αhigh − αlow for the LORCAT-GB6 radio correspon-
dences. Radio sources with flatter high-frequency spectrum with
respect to the low-energy one have ∆α < 0 while those steepening
at high frequencies show ∆α > 0. The vertical dashed line marks
the threshold ∆α=0.

blazar-like counterparts of the γ-ray sources 17.497

We defined a new criterion to associate WSRT498

and NVSS sources improving our previous analyses499

(Massaro et al. 2013a; Nori et al. 2014) and we pro-500

vided a new definition of flat spectrum radio sources501

at low-frequencies based on the distribution of the spec-502

tral index αlow between 325 MHz and 1.4 GHz found for503

blazars in the ROMA-BZCAT. Sources with radio anal-504

ysis flags as well as double matches between the radio505

surveys have been excluded from our final list. Thus the506

17 The LORCAT catalog has been already used for the γ-ray
source associations that will be released with the the next Fermi
catalog actually in preparation.
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843
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footprints (left panel). The cumulative distribution is shown on
the right panel where the red dashed line marks the α1400

843
=0.5,

according to the canonical definition of flat spectrum radio sources.

LORCAT sample comprises 28358 radio sources includ-507

ing ∼667 known blazars having −1 < αlow <0.4.508

Then we also compared our LORCAT catalog with the509

the Green Bank 6-cm (GB6) radio catalog, since it is510

the most recent radio survey covering the largest frac-511

tion of the LORCAT footprint at higher frequency (i.e.,512

∼5 GHz). We found that a significant fraction of the513

LORCAT sources with extrapolated flux densities at ∼5514

GHz above the completeness threshold of the GB6 are515

detected (i.e., ∼86%). In addition they also appear to516

be “flat” spectrum radio sources above ∼1 GHz, accord-517

ing to the canonical definition (i.e., αhigh <0.5) (e.g.,518

Condon et al. 1989, and references therein). The lack of519

detections for a small fraction of the LORCAT sources520

in the GB6 footprint could be explained in terms of a521

spectral steeping toward high frequencies (i.e., a mild522

curvature) as already observed in blazars.523

Finally, we highlight that to investigate the nature of524

the LORCAT sources, aiming to identify the fraction of525

γ-ray blazar candidates associable to Fermi sources, a526

detailed analysis of the IR and optical properties is nec-527

essary. It will be presented in a separate, forthcoming528

paper (Massaro et al. 2014 in prep.).529
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